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3.

Provide a five business day cancellation policy

4.

Provide for consumer’s initials on each page of the
contract

5.

Contain a legend, immediately above the
consumer’s signature, in at least 12-point boldface
type, to read:
Do not sign this contract before you read it
completely or if it contains blank space. Before
you sign this contract you should obtain the advice
of your attorney. You are entitled to a completely
filled in copy of this contract.

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
AND LAWSUIT FUNDING
Despite the litigation funding
explosion in the legal marketplace,
there continues to be controversy
regarding the attorney’s role in these
transactions and questions regarding
ethical responsibility in referring the
plaintiff to or participating in a
transaction with a lawsuit funding
Mark Bello, Esq.
company.
Lawsuit Financial Corp.
There has been some concern in
the ethical legal community that the litigation funding
industry is unregulated. While that is substantially true,
it is also true that the legal finance industry is far more
regulated today than it was just ten years ago. Then, there
was absolutely no regulation, just self-regulation by ethical
companies. In 2005, many in the industry were forced to
enter into an agreement with the New York State Attorney
General Consumer Protection Division. That agreement is
now the New York State standard for a lawsuit finance
company’s conduct, and has also been adopted in Florida
as the ethical benchmark for Florida’s trial bar. It also
served as the basis for the first litigation finance industry
legislation in Maine and Ohio, both of which previously
prohibited the practice of lawsuit financing. Like Florida,
many states have issued ethics opinions regarding the
practice of lawsuit funding. The New York Agreement,
adopted by the Florida Bar ethics community, requires (in
relevant part) that all legal cash advance contracts:
1.

Be in “plain language” (as defined in New York’s
General Obligations Law, Sec 5-702)

2.

Be completely filled in and containing disclosures
on the front page, in at least 12 point bold type,
appropriately headed,
a.
b.

c.

d.
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6.

Contain a written certification by the consumer’s
attorney record that he/she has reviewed the
contract and explained to the consumer its terms.

7.

For foreign language speaking persons, the “principal
terms” shall be translated in writing into the
consumer’s native language.

8.

May not require mandatory or binding arbitration

9.

Shall comply with all existing state and federal
statutes

Thus, the New York agreement and the Ohio and Maine
legislation can be used by attorneys, across the country,
as benchmarks for the minimum ethical standards
required when their clients enter into legal funding
contracts. In addition to the New York standard, it is also
suggested that the following standards be considered, as
well:

The total amount advanced to the
consumer
Itemization of one-time fees, broken
out item by item (e.g. application,
processing, attorney review, broker,
etc.)
Percentage fee or rate of return, stated
on an annualized basis, including
frequency of compounding
Total amount to be repaid by the
consumer, broken out by six month
intervals, carried forward to 36
months, and including all fees as well
as any minimum required payment
amount.
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1.

The lawsuit finance company should not, in any way,
participate in, interfere with or attempt to sway or
influence the litigation and/or litigation outcome.

2.

The litigation funding company should make a
detailed inquiry into the client’s current financial
situation and fund only the current need.
Substantial consumer savings can be derived by
funding the client over the length of the case rather
than a “front end” advance to cover the estimated
length of time the case will take to resolve.

3.

A lawsuit finance company should never
intentionally over-advance funds; funding should be
limited to an amount that, with profit, will not exceed
one-third of case value.
Most companies
accomplish this by limiting the amount funded to
10 percent or less of the case value their underwriter
places on the case. This is a function of experience
and superior underwriting. Ask the lawsuit financing
company how long they have been in business and
whether they are a principal or a “broker.”

4.

Avoid any legal finance company that offers to pay
you a commission, kickback, or referral fee for
referring your clients to them. If it is unethical for
you to advance your own money to a client; it is
equally unethical for you to profit off of a referral to
a company that performs this service for your clients.
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5.

Do not participate with any lawsuit funding company
that does not first seek your consent in entering
into a legal funding relationship with your client. If
you are presented with a client-executed agreement
as your first contact with the lawsuit finance
company, refuse to participate in the transaction
and refer your client elsewhere.

The educated attorney is the consumer’s best advocate.
Lawsuit funding, from an ethical and flexible plaintiff
advocate oriented legal finance company can be a valuable
revenue-enhancing tool in plaintiff counsel’s litigation
arsenal. Be certain, also, to deal with a company that is
attorney owned and operated, because all disclosures will
be considered attorney-to-attorney, thus confidentiality is
assured. Ask questions; satisfy yourself that the company
is one that you can work with. Often, your client will bring
you into a litigation finance situation. While you must
recognize that in the attorney-client relationship, the client
is the “employer” and the attorney, the “employee,” your
previous relationship with a trustworthy lawsuit finance
company should be discussed with the client as an
alternative to an unknown, untested company.
**********
Mark Bello is the owner and founder of Lawsuit Financial
Corporation where he is instrumental in providing cash flow
solutions and consulting when necessities of life funding is
needed during litigation. Mr. Bello has thirty years experience
as a trial lawyer and nine years as an underwriter and
situational analyst in the litigation funding industry. Mr. Bello
is a Sustaining and Justice Pac Member of the Michigan
Association for Justice, Member of the American Association for
Justice, business associate of the Florida Justice Association,
and a member of the Michigan and American Bar Associations.
If you would like to review the ethics opinion in your state,
please go to www.lawsuitfinancial.com <http://
www.lawsuitfinancial.com/> and click on “ethics opinions.”

Are alcohol, drugs or depression
causing problems in your life?
Help is available.
Florida Lawyers Assistance, Inc. is a non-profit
corporation independent of, but funded in
part, by The Florida Bar. Our primary purpose
is to assist the impaired attorney, judge, law
student or support person in his or her
recovery.
Please be assured that your confidentiality will
be protected.
(Ch. 397-482-486, F.S. 2002)
Call us at 1-800-282-8981 or visit our website
at
http://www.fla.lap.org/
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Index
Appeals
no standing to appeal motion to dismiss where alternative
request for relief granted...15
order vacating portion of arbitration award, not
appealable...15
trial court without jurisdiction to enter final judgment
while nonfinal appeal pending...15
Arbitration
provision contained in article of agreement dealing
exclusively with indemnification, arbitration not
applicable to other issues...8
waiver, propounding discovery before moving to compel
arbitration...7
Attorney General, investigations and prosecutions...10
Attorneys
disqualification, evidentiary hearing required to resolve
question of attorney-client relationship...6
fees, expert testimony as to reasonable hours and rates
required for each attorney involved...7
fees, no basis for reversing denial of motion under offer of
judgment and §57.105 where no transcript...7
fees, offer of judgment, dismissed party is not a “party”
for purposes of apportionment under joint proposal...10,
28
fees, §768.79 creates an independent substantive basis
for the award of fees where requirements of statute
are met...6
fees, time for filing motion, order confirming arbitration
award not a final judgment...14
Auto, accident report privilege, reference in closing
argument...29
Bankruptcy, discharge is an affirmative defense, basis for
dismissal...14
Civil Rights Act
attorney’s fees, not subject to 25 percent cap in §768.28(8),
but included within $100,000 cap...12
employment practices, conflicting allegations as to whether
job was eliminated due to budget cuts sufficient to
present jury issue...12
Damages
loss-of-use, rental value for temporary replacement
equipment inappropriate where plaintiff was able to
accommodate damage without renting replacement...5
punitive, U.S. Supreme Court’s restrictions...10
Defamation, comments made in TV interview by attorney
describing workers’ comp claimant as a fraud, protected
as pure expression of opinion...10
Discovery
deposition of plaintiff taken in forum selected by plaintiff
unless good cause shown...6
documents reviewed by witness prior to deposition, §90.613
inapplicable...6
medical expert’s reports from Rule 1.360 medical exams
of nonparties to present action, statutory notice and
privacy protections required...5, 28
psychotherapist-patient privilege, no claim for mental
anguish or mental pain and suffering...7
Dismissal, failure to prosecute, rule to be applied is the
one in effect when motion to dismiss is filed...15
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